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Results: The geometrical DNA model with single-track 
analysis shows that the number of dsb clusters decreases 
from 1.89 dsb/Gy/Gbp for 1 MeV protons, to 0.74 
dsb/Gy/Gbp for 17 MeV/u Li3+ ions (same LET than the 
protons) and to 0.2 dsb/Gy/Gbp for Co-60 irradiation. In 
addition, the ssb yields tend to increase for Co-60 and Li3+ 
ions compared to protons. The probabilistic model shows that 
the expected dsb yields are 2.75, 1.89, and 0.64 dsb/Gy/Gbp 
respectively for protons, Li3+ ions and Co-60, following the 
same trends as the geometrical model. The absolute 
differences are due to slightly different irradiation setups, 
which affect the incident energy fluence. Finally, inter-track 
effects are observed as a systematic increase in dsb yields 




Conclusions: The models presented herein would allow 
linking experimental measurements of ionization cluster 
distributions, such as obtained by the nanodosimeters 
presented by the BioQuaRT project, to relevant initial 
biological radiation damage patterns in DNA such as ssb and 
dsb. This could provide a straightforward comparison of 
experimentally measured ionization clusters and MC 
simulated tracks, allowing a description of beam radiation 
quality and, potentially, biological effectiveness.  
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Purpose/Objective: Nowadays, radiation therapy (RT) is one 
of the most effective methods to treat cancers. However, for 
radio-resistant tumors, RT is only palliative due to the 
tolerances of the surrounding healthy tissues. To overcome 
this limitation, new techniques of RT are developed, based 
on a new dose delivery methods leading to different 
biological outcomes. This work is focused on two innovative 
approaches under development: photon and proton MiniBeam 
Radiation Therapy (MBRT). They are based on the 
combination of a spatial fractionation of the dose and the use 
submillimetric field sizes (500 – 700 µm). The resulting dose 
profiles consist of a pattern of peaks (high doses) and valley 
(low doses) regions [1]. Thanks to the low doses on valleys, 
this type of dose delivery leads to a remarkable tissue-
sparing. In parallel, a significant tumor growth delay was 
observed in highly aggressive tumor models [2, 3, 4].  
However the biological basis are not yet well-understood. In 
order to deepen the knowledge of the biological effects of 
the MBRT, a micro and nanodosimetric study has been 
performed. DNA damages induced by proton and photon 
MBRT at different depths on peaks and valleys regions have 
been calculated by using a Monte Carlo method.  
Materials and Methods: Irradiations with proton (105 MeV) 
and photon (mean energy of 70 keV) minibeams were 
performed using Geant4/Geant4-DNA [5, 6].  
As a target of the simulations, a detailed DNA geometrical 
model of a neuronal cell was generated. This geometry is 
composed of a spherical nucleus of 10 µm in diameter and fill 
with nucleosomes composed of a cylindrical histone wrapped 
by roughly two turns of DNA double helix (200 bp) [7]. The 
energy transfer points located on the DNA were analyzed 
with an adapted clustering algorithm allowing the detection 
of DNA strand breaks [7, 8].  
Results: An increase of the number and complexity (number 
of energy transfer points composing the break) of single and 
double strand breaks with the depth have been observed in 
proton MBRT, with a maximum reached at the tumor 
position. A significant larger number of damages were 
obtained in the peaks than in the valleys, which would favor 
healthy tissue sparing. 
Concerning photon MBRT, the first results of the 
microdosimetry study, without DNA structure on the nucleus, 
show a greater proportion of energy transfer points on peak 
compare to valley. Thus, the probability to have DNA 
damages will be larger on peak region. The nanodosimetry 
study including the detailed DNA geometry is in progress. A 
detailed comparison with proton MBRT as well as with 
conventional RT will be performed. 
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Purpose/Objective: There are currently no primary standards 
for the direct measurement of absorbed dose-to-water in 
proton therapy beams. A primary standard level graphite 
calorimeter is currently being commissioned for measuring 
absorbed dose-to-graphite in proton beams. The required 
conversion of absorbed dose-to-graphite in a graphite 
phantom to absorbed dose-to-water in a water phantom is 
performed by water to graphite stopping power ratios. If, 
however, the charged particle fluence is not equal at 
equivalent depths in graphite and water, a fluence correction 
factor, kfl, is required. In this work, kfl has been determined 
